Global Smartphone Market Cooling in 2019 with a YoY Decline of 10% in
Production Volume, Says TrendForce
2019-01-29 TrendForce
TrendForce reports that the global smartphone production volume for 4Q18 totaled 383 million units, staying at a
constant level from the previous quarter. In response to the slacking consumer demand, branded smartphone
makers scaled back their production in 4Q18 and paid more attention to inventory management. Looking ahead to
1Q19, they have set modest production targets due to the lower-than-expected sales in the previous quarter.
Even though prices of components have been falling, smartphone makers will remain passive in their stock-up
efforts since they are under inventory pressure. TrendForce forecasts that the global smartphone production
volume for 1Q19 will come to 307 million units, showing a YoY drop of 10%.
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